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Let it snow

Regents delay vote
on fee collection
Natalie Storey
Kaimin Reporter

Adam Bystrom/Montana Kaimin

Sunlight brightens a stairwell in Corbin Hall on Monday afternoon. According to the National Weather Service
Forecast Office, the sky is predicted to be partly to mostly cloudy for the next week.

Homeless teens lack assistance
Chelsi Moy
Kaimin Reporter

On a clear fall Agency’s
evening, the bit- survey find
ter-cold wind
homeless
whips through
youth need
Hellgate
more than
Canyon and
just handouts
funnels under
the Higgins Avenue bridge,
smacking Midnight and Foot in
the face as they stand in Caras
Park.
“In the winter, we button up the
best we can,” said Foot, who got
his nickname while living on the
streets.
The 44-year-old homeless man
has been on and off the streets for
36 years. After awhile, it is the
only life you know, he said. It’s
hard to escape it.
Midnight puts his hands in the

front pocket of his thin hooded
sweatshirt. He says he has only
been on the streets for five years,
but doesn’t remember how he got
his nickname.
“If you’re a homeless kid, cops
will usually turn a shoulder if we
have fires during the winter,” the
17-year-old said. He pointed
toward the bank of the Clark Fork
River. “See that river? I’ve gotten
clean in there many times.”
Not only does Midnight not
have a shower, he doesn’t have a
place to call home. With nowhere
to go, he spends most of his time
riding his new, full-extension
Mongoose bike around town.
“I get a lot of exercise,” he
said. “I ride my bike everywhere.”
Midnight does anything he can
to get through each day. When his
family kicked him out of the
house at age 12, he resorted to the

only means of making money he
knew.
“I knew drugs,” he said. “My
mom used to sell.”
Through marijuana, Foot and
Midnight became friends. Foot
says he is protective of Midnight
because he is so young.
“He thinks he is invincible,”
Foot said. “That’s why I watch his
back. If his parents really cared,
they would be down here begging
him to come back.”
Midnight is not the only homeless teenager roaming the streets
of Missoula. Recent surveys
found at least 75 homeless
teenagers in the community, said
Gypsy Ray, executive director of
Mountain Homes, a shelter for
homeless teen mothers.
However, Ray, who has worked
See HOMELESSNESS, Page 12

BOZEMAN — Regents not
The Board of
satisfied
Regents postwith
poned a decision
student
Thursday on
proposals
whether
MontPIRG’s voluntary fee-collection process should be expanded
to other student groups at the
University of Montana or done
away with altogether.
The board put off the decision
until its March meeting, with
regents John Mercer and Richard
Roehm saying the students’ proposals needed revisions.
“I think both of these proposals
are defective,” Mercer said. He
added that he thought a compromise could be reached. Others
agreed, saying more time needed
to be spent discussing the issue.
“It’s like we want to buy a car
and we have the lease in front of
us, we just haven’t signed it yet,”
ASUM President Aaron Flint
said. Flint did not support any
specific proposal during the discussion.
UM President George
Dennison indicated he supported
the expansion of voluntary fees to
other student groups at UM, but
said he thought a compromise
could be reached.
The board was charged with
deciding between three student
proposals to change board policy,
which designates MontPIRG as
the only student group in
Montana with the authority to
raise funds through a voluntary
fee-collection process. Critics
said the process, administered
through the University, was
unfair.
One proposal would open up
the voluntary fee-collection
process to any student group in
the Montana University System

that could get 10 percent of its
student body’s support, while
another opened the process to
UM student groups that could
win 10 percent of the student
body’s support. A third proposal
did away with the process entirely, saying MontPIRG should go
through ASUM’s budgeting
process like other UM student
groups.
In the face of opposition from
the Montana Associated Students,
MontPIRG withdrew the proposal
that would have made the voluntary fee process available for all
student groups in the Montana
University System that could
muster 10 percent of the student
body’s support.
MAS strongly rejected the idea
of MontPIRG’s funding process
being expanded throughout the
university system.
When the board broke for
lunch, Tom Figarelle, the
Montana president of College
Republicans who wrote the proposal to do away with the voluntary fee-collection process, said
he was willing to have further
discussions with MontPIRG, but
was not optimistic that a compromise could be reached.
“We’ve been talking about this
for months and months, and we
still haven’t reached a solution,”
Figarelle said.
Matt Singer, ASUM student
political action director, said he
believes the minor problems with
the MontPIRG proposal can be
resolved, although he’s not sure
Figarelle will be involved in the
finished product.
“Whether Tom’s proposal is a
part of this or not, I think we’ll
be able to reach a solution that
will make the majority of students happy,” he said.
See MONTPIRG, Page 12

Non-residents to celebrate Thanksgiving non-traditionally
Kristen Cates
For the Kaimin

Erin Colgan, a junior at the University
of Montana, said this Thanksgiving will be
different for her without her mom’s pumpkin chiffon pie.
“I’m definitely jealous of all the people
who have plane tickets home right now,”
she said.
Colgan, who is here on exchange from
the University of South Carolina in
Columbia, said this is her first
Thanksgiving away from home and her
family. Her home is Hendersonville, N.C,
and the drive from Columbia to
Hendersonville takes only a short two
hours.
Instead, this Thanksgiving Colgan will
work at the Poverello Center to provide a
meal for those in need.
“I wanted to do something to serve others,” she said. “The people there might not
have family to spend [Thanksgiving]
with.”
Colgan started looking at things she

could do back in September, knowing that
she wouldn’t be able to go home. After
talking to people from church, she decided
this was the best way to spend her time.
But she said she’s not working at the
Poverello to keep her mind off of where
she won’t be.
“I don’t want to make it about that,” she
said. “What better way can you show
someone that you love them than to serve
them?”
Colgan said normally, she and her
extended family gather to eat at about 4
p.m. and feast on salmon because her family is vegetarian. However, they do get all
the other trimmings, including cranberry
salad. Then later, they go see a movie
together.
However, it’s the moments before the
meal that Colgan said are family traditions.
“Usually the smoke alarm goes off,” she
said. “But Mom said that’s a good sign.”
She, her mother and two sisters always
put on Christmas music, but her dad can’t
stand that, she said.
For junior Amber Reinhart, this is her

third Thanksgiving away from her family
in St. Cloud, Minn.
This year, she plans to cook dinner with
her boyfriend and a friend from Helena.
“We were thinking about just buying one
of those rotisserie chicken,” she said. “I’m
not a big cook. I can make those mashed
potatoes out of the box.”
Her first year in Montana, she went to
Helena to celebrate the holiday with her
aunt and uncle. They camped in an RV in
the mountains surrounding Helena. But
then, two weeks later, her aunt and uncle
moved, eliminating the option for further
holiday help, she said.
Her sophomore year, she and her
boyfriend took some leftover turkey from
his fraternity, bought the box of potatoes,
made biscuits, green bean casserole and
had “lots of wine.”
“We did it together, so it wasn’t that big
of a deal,” she said. “We didn’t burn anything, we didn’t set the smoke alarm off.”
Back home in Minnesota, she said
everybody would go to her grandma’s
house for Thanksgiving, but there were

never any set traditions.
“It’s like ‘Hey, food’s ready, come in
and eat,’” she said. “We’d take turns doing
dishes, depending on who was the fullest
and needed to lay down.”
Although Thanksgiving is a new holiday
to Japanese freshman Nanako Arita, she
already knows the traditional thing to do
after she eats.
“I’m going to fall asleep,” she said.
Arita and her roommate Minako Saito,
also a freshman from Japan, are going to
spend the holiday at their peer assistant
Karrisa Drye’s parents’ house. Saito said
Drye’s mother is going to teach them an
important part of Thanksgiving.
“She will take us to the bargain sale the
day after,” Saito said.
Besides the turkey, both girls said they
are looking forward to the pie. They said
after attending the Hamilton Apple Festival
in October, they are hooked on apple pie.
“American sweets are too sweet sometimes,” Saito said. “But that apple pie was
good.”
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Cleaning out the question closet

The

Peanut Gallery

Ask Adam

Special Gobble Gobble Edition
Adam Weinacker
Every week the editorial staff of the Kaimin gives a cut-to-thechase summary of some of the week’s news events, and our opinion
on them.
Thanksgiving vacation: satisfied, gluttonous sigh
Ahh, yes. Five days off of school to hang out with the family
and eat copious, vast, even disgusting amounts of rich, stick-toyour-ribs goodness. There is nothing better to prep us for the last
hectic three weeks of papers and finals.
ASUM bylaws all weirded up: Ironical gasp!
The ASUM constitution has flaws! No! Article four, section
seven, say it isn’t so! Will it be Robert’s Rules of Order that wins
the day? Or will the constitution turn it’s shoulder on Robert and
his rules like a jilted lover? The vice president’s vote is a touchy
issue, but ASUM will clear it up.
Does God Exist?: Sustained, drawn-out chorus of boos
You know the University of Montana Philosophy Club is really
moving up in the world when it’s scheduling forums to answer the
question we’ve had since the dawn of human thought. Word going
around is that despite all their hard work, God’s existence is still in
question. Wait! We saw those posters. Are you saying we still
don’t know? Then maybe we shouldn’t make an unanswerable
question the basis of our marketing campaign.
Rivalry week: Measured applause
It’s kinda funny seeing everyone not being as cocky as we used
to be. Why, it almost appears that we Montana fans might almost
be afraid of the Bobcats for a change. We don’t really have a 16game guarantee to support our arrogance anymore, so we’re just
going to play it cool if the Cats trash us in the snow. But that’s not
going to happen, is it? IS IT?
Foreign Languages and Literatures renaming: Bueno!
Change is good, even though this one will make the FLL
department’s name even longer: Modern and Classical Languages
and Literatures. That hurts when you write headlines for a newspaper. But ethnocentrism is so out of style, which makes this more
inclusive name welcome.
Reservists called to duty: Queasy stomach
More of our peers sent to the desert to get picked off one by
one. For the benefit of our friends over there and the Iraqi people,
hand over the reigns to the UN and let’s get the hell out of there.
Michael Jackson: Hand-wringing frustration
Could it at all be possible that the media is spending too much
time obsessing over a publicly-known pedophile and instead ignoring the absolute and complete embarrassment of our president in
London? Get over him! Everyone knows he’s creepy and not
human.
Board of Regents shoots down everyone’s proposals: Joey
Lawrence-esque ‘Whoa!’
The Board of Regents acts all like ‘Oh, I’m totally here to help
you’ and we’re all like ‘Yeah, that’s what my ex said and look at
what happened, right?’ The moral of the story is: when fiscal conservatism casts its vile gaze upon the face of academia, we will all
suffer budget cuts, broken dreams and heartache.
The Peanut Gallery is written
by the editorial staff of the Kaimin

As this is my last column of the semester, I
would have liked to bash all the dumb questions
people have asked me. But it turns out people so
rarely ask me questions, that I don’t have enough
dumb questions in the old question bank.
I have a question for you this time: Who’s to
blame? You know the answer.
So during all of the upcoming breaks, I want you
to think about me. How does it make Adam feel
when no one asks him questions? Unwanted? Like
a tool?
Putting grieving aside, I’ll get started on the few
questions I have, mostly from a person named
Dean. If it wasn’t for Dean, I’d be in some trouble.
Q: Why don’t you guys print a Kaimin on
Mondays?
— Dean-O
A: Well, isn’t this a silly question? The Kaimin
can’t print on Mondays because it’s a four-day
paper. How ludicrous would it be to have a fourday paper that runs five days. It’s just mind-boggling.
Actually, we at the Kaimin don’t print on
Mondays for several reasons:
1.) There is no news on weekends. Period. You
might think there are football games, gatherings
and such, but that’s all just lies.
2.) We’re students and value our weekends just as
much as all of you. We already work five days a
week and deal with school. What more do you want
from us?
3.) Our stories are very UM-based. UM is all but
shut down on the weekend, which would make it
tough to contact sources. We have a hard enough
time contacting sources during the week. It seems
everyone at the University “won’t be in for three
weeks.”
4.) We’d have to pay our staff more. Being that
you get your paper for free — aside from a $2 fee
— you can draw your own conclusions about our
budget.
Q: Is there a correlation between feet size and
penis size?
— Dean ... of Gross Questions
A: You people just can’t keep your minds off the
human body, can you? First male nipples titillated
you. Now penis size is on your mind. Am I going to
have to draw a line regarding what body parts I
won’t touch in my column? Disregard that sentence. It’s weird.
It turns out there is some “science” behind this.
By “science” I mean a study by urologists at St.
Mary’s Hospital and University College Hospital in
London. About a year ago, the “British Journal of
Urology International” published the urologists’
findings, which debunk the urban legend that a
guy’s manhood is correlated with his shoe size.
The urologists measured 104 men’s penises and
shoe sizes. The average age of participants was 54,
and the average penis size while soft and stretched
was 13 centimeters, which in non-British speak
equates to 5.2 inches. The study found no statistically significant correlation between a man’s penis

length and shoe size.
The study cites R. Edward’s study of 3,100 men,
the largest penile/foot-size study of its kind. It, too,
found no correlation. However, the study used selfrecorded measurements, and we all know that if
you give a guy an inch, he’ll take 10.
Now, I did find evidence correlating the length of
a guy’s newspaper column to his penis size. I won’t
say if it’s a positive or negative correlation, however.
Why do I answer questions like these?
Q: What happens when somebody gets cremated? How hot does it have to be, why does it
cost so much, and how do they distinguish the
right ashes after it’s over?
— Kat
A: This subject is a bit morbid, but it’s better
than penis sizes.
According to the Internet Cremation Society, the
“number one visited cremation site in the world,” it
takes two to three hours to cremate a person at the
average heat of 1,500 to 2,000 degrees Fahrenheit.
As for distinguishing the right ashes, it’s not as if
they incinerate multiple people at once in a human
rotisserie — for some reason this “commingling” is
illegal. Also, it’s not as if they set the corpses atop
a bonfire and scoop up what’s left after the burning’s over. Cremation is professional and clean.
According to the “number one visited cremation
site in the world,” after a cremation is complete,
what is left is white, brittle bone. Any pieces of
jewelry burned in the process are removed, and
bone fragments that remain are machine-ground
and placed in an urn.
Montana Code section 37-19-705 has fun tidbits
as to what can and cannot be done with cremated
remains:
*A body may not be cremated with a pacemaker
or other potentially hazardous implant, as defined
by the Board, including any toxic or explosive-type
sealed implants, in place.
* If the human remains are not embalmed, they
may not be held longer than 48 hours after the time
of death outside of a refrigerated facility.
* If the cremated remains are to be shipped, the
temporary container or designated receptacle
ordered by the authorizing agent must be packed
securely in a suitable, sturdy, pressure resistant and
properly sealed container.
That’s great stuff, isn’t it?
Now for some numbers: In 2001, 26.93 percent
of people who died in the United States were cremated, according to statistics by the Cremation
Association of North America. In Montana, the percentage was 52.76, which ranked it seventh in the
nation. And, according to CANA’s statistical projection, Montana is in the running for the top percentage for 2010.
Let’s go, Montana!

The Montana Kaimin welcomes
letters to the
editor.
Please keep letters under 300 words, and include
your name, phone number, year in school and
major.
Guest columns may also be submitted; they must
be 700 words.
E-mail all submissions to letters@kaimin.org
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Weather
or not
High:
Low:

26
10

Calendar of Events
Today, Nov. 21
International Student Association’s
Thanksgiving Dinner
Doubletree Hotel — 7 p.m.

Snow showers

A

ll week we’ve been warning you, telling you that it’s going
to snow on Friday and that the roads to Bozeman will be
treacherous. And we can not stress this enough: if there’s
snow or ice, slow down. The weather for the next few days will be
pretty cold and pretty icy. We’re getting into a pattern that looks normal for January or February, but not November. Expect snow to be
falling from the sky for the next week, at least.

Kaimin Weather - “It’s fan-weather-tastic.”

Accuracy Watch
The Montana Kaimin is committed to accuracy in its
reports. If you think the Kaimin has committed an
error of fact, please call 243-2394 or e-mail
editor@kaimin.org and let us know. If we find a
factual error was made, we will correct it on this page.

Ask Adam
The questions, the questions. Uh huh. The questions.
Adam will answer them --- ANY OF THEM -- if you send them.
Sample questions:
-- Will you answer a question about body parts? A: Yes.
-- Will you answer a question about Monte? A: Yes.
-- Will you answer a question about Missoula Mayor Mike Kadas?
A: No. Actually, yes. We’d honestly be glad to. We love him.
Send questions to editor@kaimin.org

Friday, November 21, 2003

Sat., Nov. 22
Griz-Cat showdown
Bozeman — 12:05 p.m.

Yes, it’s in Bozeman. But hey, if you don’t want to
Can’t make it home for mom’s famous turkey and
make the trip, pull up a TV and a six-pack (maybe even a
mashed potatoes? Good, your mother’s turkey tastes like 12). Or, head to The Broadway to watch the game with
garbage. This International Student Association fund-rais- several other people. Get there early to get a good seat.
er promises an alternative way to
Fall Dance Showcase
spend a traditional holiday. Student
Kaiminovember
PAR-TV open space — 7:30 p.m.
perfomers will provide diners with
Come watch your fellow students
music, dance and other entertainment
with a lot more dance talent than you
representing cultures from around the
perform. Students choreograph their
globe. All the food, minus your drunk
own pieces and design their own cosuncle making a fool of himself again.
tumes. Unlike salsa dancing, these tricks
Be sure and get your tickets in
may be a little harder to perform. Have
advance; this dinner has limited seatyou seen how flexible most dance stuing. Tickets are on sale at Lommasson
dents are? Tickets are $5.
Center 219. $10 for students and $13
for nonstudents.

Mon., Nov. 24
Performance: Salsa dancing
UC Atrium — Noon - 1 p.m.

Concert - Percussion Ensemble

University Theatre — 7:30 p.m
A salsa dance performed by Mary Nellis and
UM’s Percussion Ensemble and Islander Steel band
Fernando Villasenor as part of International Education
Week. See if you can pick up a few moves and communi- is set to make you “listen to the rhythm of the steel
drum band.” The Beach Boys would be proud of us for
cate with your inner-salsa self.
giving them some late-in-the-game glory. Tickets are $6
Lecture
general admission and $4 seniors citizens and students.
Gallagher Building 122 — 5 - 6 p.m.
Call 243-6880 for ticket information.
“Diego, Frida and the Mexican Muralists,” by art professor Rafael Chacon, part of International Education
Week . That’s Diego RIVERA and Frida KAHLO to the
un-enlightened. So, maybe it’s a good thing you go. At
least you’ll learn their last names. But we’re betting you’ll
learn a lot more. Then you can stop thinking that Salma
Hayek really is Frida.

Manuscript Editing
By Former U.M. Professor
Larry Godwin, Ph.D.
1720 Brooks St., Suite 3
728-3573

Corner of
Brooks & Higgins
728-8411

• Crystals •
• Jewelry •
• Imported Kilims •
(flat woven rugs from
Afghanistan, Iran & Pakistan)
• Rare Books •

EARLY BIRD GETS
FREE BREAKFAST

Buy 1
Get 1
FREE

7am-10am
M-F
Across
from Jesse
Hall
with coupon

NEWS
Charlie B’s makes Thanksgiving special
4 Friday, November 21, 2003

Madeleine Creevy
Kaimin Reporter

Charlie Baumgartner, The turkey’s
owner of Charlie’s Bar,
free, but the
is a great host.
Wild Turkey
He manages, with
isn’t
help from staff and
friends, to feed over a hundred people
every Thanksgiving and Christmas out of
his own pocket and generosity.
“I’ve never missed a year,”
Baumgartner said.
Patrons of the bar and anyone who
happens to wander in on Thanksgiving
should bring their appetites.
“We have five or six turkeys and all
the fixings.” he said.
These include pumpkin pies, roast
beef, pork loins, mashed potatoes and
more.
Baumgartner said he spends between
$300 and $400 on food alone.

Montana Kaimin

“I buy all of it and it’s all free for
whoever comes in,” he said.
Baumgartner has been organizing
Thanksgiving dinners for friends, patrons
and community members for 31 years.
“I’ve been doing this since the 70s,” he
said.
The bar is already buzzing with talk of
the feast. On a recent afternoon, two
patrons were discussing the giant array
of food while drinking a few beers.
“Just looking at all that food is more
than the eye can handle,” one said to the
other. “It’s always so nice to see everyone.”
Baumgartner said he is happy to provide food and space for anyone who
needs it to enjoy the holidays.
“Some of these guys have nowhere to
go. They’re lost,” he said.
Charlie’s provides a shelter from the
storm.
The feast starts around one in the after-

noon. The food is usually gone by two.
Amy O’Hara, a UM grad who attended
the Thanksgiving feast last year, said it
was an unexpected treat.
She did not have family in town and
most of her friends went home for
Thanksgiving, so she didn’t have any
dinner plans and decided to work instead
of celebrating, she said.
“I got off work early and was walking
by Charlie’s when I noticed that there
were these big cookers parked outside on
the street,” she said. “A co-worker and I
popped in just to see what was going
on.”
They ended up eating and drinking to
their hearts’s desires.
“The food was great. I could not
believe that it was free,” she said.
Baumgartner said he gets some of his
long-time patrons’ help with the prep
work.
“I’ve got them in peeling potatoes and

helping out,” he said.
He buys all the food at local grocery
stores and does all the preparation inhouse, he said.
“It’s a party. I like to do what I can,”
he said.
Baumgartner is extremely modest
about his generous contributions, but
community members have taken notice.
Dorey Rouland, the volunteer coordinator at the Missoula Food Bank, said
Baumgartner’s efforts are recognized and
much appreciated.
“When people show that kind of generosity, it is amazing,” she said. “His
efforts are needed and appreciated.”
Baumgartner said every year he has to
leave room for a second turkey dinner
after the Charlie’s party is over.
He eats at work and then again at home
with his family.
“I am lucky enough to eat twice,” he
said.

This holiday season, give thanks for ...

???

THE MONTANA KAIMIN

WOULD YOU LIKE $4000 ???

WOULD YOU LIKE $4000, PAID TRAVEL
OPPORTUNITIES, AND A BETTER CHANCE
OF GETTING INTO GRADUATE SCHOOL??
SLOTS ARE AVAILABLE FOR THE
MCNAIR SCHOLARS PROGRAM FOR FALL 2003.
CHECK US OUT AT:
www.umt.edu/tri/mcnair

HOW: Take the test below. If you answer “True” to all the questions then e-mail
lacounte@selway.umt.edu for application information

T or F

I am an undergraduate scheduled to graduate
no sooner than 2004.

T or F

I have a 3.0 GPA or above.

T or F

Neither of my parents has a BA degree AND I
receive financial aid; OR I am African American,
Hispanic or Native American

T or F

I will have completed at least 60 undergraduate
credits by September 2003.

T or F

I aspire to earn a Ph.D. someday.

T or F

I would like to receive financial support while I
do a research project in my field.

T or F

I would like to be paid to attend conferences in
my field.

T or F

I would like to have expenses
paid to visit prospective
grad. schools, receive a GRE
fee waiver, and receive
waivers for grad. school
application fees.

Happy

Thanksgiving

Car Accident Victims:
A new free report has recently been released that reveals information every car accident
victim should have before they speak to anyone. Research shows that even a “fender
bender” can cause pain, headaches, loss of energy, fatigue, irritability and even arthritis.
Many car accident victims worry more about their car than they do their rights. If you have
been involvd in an auto accident, listen to the toll-free recorded message by calling:

1-800-800-4960 ext. 9893.
9893
The call is free and so is the report.

Car Accident Victims

Why are two of North America’s
Top Authors strongly
endorsing our product?
Jack Canfield of the “Chicken Soup” books
& John Gray, “Men are from Mars”.

Who am I looking for?
Four Energetic, Enthusiastic,
Open-minded people
Work your own hours! Minimum start up cost!
Weekly pay! Sales required!
Interested? We will bring a training team to you!
Tell your friends, work as a team!

www.yourfatloss.com
1-800-875-3544
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Drunk and discombobulated, Clark Fork flasher
Chelsi Moy
Crime Reporter

Sunday, Nov. 16, 1 a.m.
Public Safety received a complaint two people, with a shovel and
baseball bat, broke all the windows
in a vehicle parked on the 700 block
of Woodworth Avenue. When
Public Safety and city police
responded to the scene, the people
responsible were not found.
Monday, Nov. 17, 3:03 p.m.
A jogger on the Kim Williams
Trail called Public Safety after a
man in the coach’s tower of the
River Bowl Stadium “exposed him-

self,” to her, according to police
documents.
“He stepped out with his manhood in hand,” said Capt. Jim
Lemcke, assistant director of Public
Safety.
The same man
was reported to the
Missoula City
Police earlier in the
day for walking around with nothing but a jacket on.
The man was fully clothed by the
time authorities arrived. He was
arrested for indecent exposure.
This is the third incidence of
indecent exposure in the coach’s
tower this year. Public Safety is

securing the gate so people will no
longer have the privilege of climbing up there.
“Apparently, the athletic tower is
pretty popular,”
Lemcke said.
Tuesday, Nov.
18, 8:29 a.m.
The Missoula
City Police
Department and
Public Safety officers removed eight transients from
Jacob’s Island where they were
camping. All were intoxicated,
Lemcke said.
“No one knows how to have a

Police Blotter

good time like the transients,” he
said.
Wednesday, Nov. 19, 8:07 p.m.
Public Safety received a report of
a loud noise that sounded like a
gunshot in Health Science parking
lot. Officers could not locate the
source of the noise, Lemcke said.
Thursday, Nov. 20, 2:17 a.m.
Public Safety was alerted after
the infamous stuffed moose head,
which hangs in the entry way of the
Forestry Building, was stolen.
“I don’t know if it’s being held
captive, or if the law school has
anything to do with it,” Lemcke
said. “This is a little bit early.”

Each year, the moose head “mysteriously” disappears around
February in conjunction with the
Annual Forester’s Ball and the
prank war that ensues between the
school of forestry and law school.
Thursday, Nov. 20, 7 a.m.
An intoxicated female, convinced
she lived there, began knocking on
an apartment door in University
Village.
“She was swearing to the occupant it was her residence,” Lemcke
said. “Substances may have clouded
her judgement.”
The women lived in the same
apartment complex, she just took a
wrong turn, he said.

Cat-Griz T-shirts
mirror rivalry
Curtis Wackerle
For the Kaimin

It’s rivalry week, and all across
America, towns and families are
divided as college football teams
square off with their closest enemies. Perhaps more important than
the actual outcome of the games is
which fans can win the T-shirt war.
Griz-Cat T-shirts have become a
tradition at the University of
Montana and Montana State
University. Every year, fans produce
a number of shirts to antagonize the
opposing fans.
“You always know it’s Griz-Cat
season because you get all these
guys coming down to the bar saying
‘You want to buy the T-shirt?’” said
Stockman’s bartender Jared Spiker.
Spiker said he saw one of his
favorite shirts in 2001 when the Griz
were playing to win 16 in a row
against the Cats. On the front was a
“16.” On the back the shirt read
“And finally legal,” Spiker said.
When in Bozeman this weekend,
Griz fans can expect to see plenty of
2003 MSU Griz-Cat shirts with the
letters “FTG” on the front and a
drawing of a bear and a cat in a
compromising position on the back.
You don’t have to be Sherlock
Holmes to figure out what the letters
stand for.
Not to be outdone, Griz fans have
answered back. Taking advantage of

an MSU assistant football coach’s
methamphetamine possession
charges, Griz fans have created
shirts reading “Don’t meth with the
Cats” and “Methamphetamine State
University.”
University licensing regulations
require that all clothing displaying
the UM logo or the word “Griz” be
licensed with the University and the
vendor pay 8 percent of profits as a
royalty fee, said Susan Murphy, a
trademark and licensing administrator at UM. Murphy said part of her
job is to screen potential official
shirts for obscenities.
Because official shirts must be
licensed and tasteful, most Griz-Cat
shirts are produced illegally, said
Rob Reesman of The Shirt Shop.
“Nobody wants to do a tasteful
Griz-Cat T-shirt,” he said.
Many vendors sell their shirts
from bar to bar in the weeks leading
up to the game, said Reds Bar owner
Mike Helean.
“Students make them to make a
quick buck, and hope they don’t get
caught,” he said.
The UM Bookstore hasn’t carried
any Griz-Cat shirts for a few years
because they haven’t sold well in the
past, said Dave Petelin, logo wear
buyer at The Bookstore. He added
that most of the vulgar shirts would
never be approved by the University.
“We leave that up to the bars,”
Petelin said.
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Dennison’s house holds 85 years of UM history
said the gates are there “to keep out the multidues,” then tilted his head back and let out a little
chuckle.
If Mother Nature were to build a gingerbread
Since 1974, four UM presidents have called
house, it would look similar to the house at 1325
this
place home. However, the University’s ties
Gerald Ave. — home of University of Montana
to
the
house on Gerald Avenue go back to 1925.
President George Dennison.
The
house was built by Nels John Lennes, a
Hidden behind the trees lining Gerald
UM math professor and chairman of the math
Avenue, the earth-colored house would blend
department, Dennison said. Before coming to
into its environment if not for its impressively
Montana, Lennes taught at the Massachusetts
large size.
Institute of Technology and Columbia
The house’s exterior walls are a frosted offwhite, and the uneven texture resembles icing on University.
Lennes started to build the house for his third
a cake. Dark, jagged rocks line each ridge and
wife,
a music instructor, in 1928. It took three
crease of the house, accentuating its sturdy
years
to build, and at the height of the Great
frame and acting as eye candy for people drivDepression it cost $100,000, according to a
ing through the University district.
The house is monumental to UM, not only for 1993 article in Montanan magazine.
Lennes died in 1951, and the University purits size, but also because this sturdy landmark
chased
the house for unmarried law students in
has endured 85 years of Montana winters, a
the late ’50s. The “Law House” could hold 20
multitude of visitors and the wear and tear of
residents. However, at the end of fall quarter in
many University students.
1960, the University was forced to sell the house
George Dennison and his wife, Jane
Dennison, have lived in this 16-bedroom, Italian because the dwindling number of students living
there could not financially support it.
Renaissance home for almost 14 years. When
It was sold to the Catholic church in 1961
they first moved in, the size was a little overwith
the stipulation the University would have
whelming.
the
first
opportunity to buy it back should the
“It was huge,” Dennison said, “but we tend to
church ever sell it, Dennison said. It became one
like the style and age.”
of the nation’s many Newman Houses, which
The rock on the outside is the house’s most
provide living quarters for Christian students.
identifiable feature. It is said to have been gathThe church had plans to house 30 male stuered from McNamara’s Landing on the
dents there and turn the three-car garage into livBlackfoot River near Potomac, according to
ing quarters for the resident chaplain, according
information from University Relations.
to the article in the Montanan. The church also
Inside, neatly polished Italian tiles glisten in
planned to build a chapel that would hold
the dimly lit foyer. Welded steel gates open the
between 500 and 600 students in the backyard.
entryway into the rest of the house. Dennison
However, the community protested the
church’s reconstruction
plans. The city zoning
board said it was illegal
for the house to hold so
many people. In 1963, a
district judge ruled the
house was not a fraternity, and therefore, was in
violation of the law,
according to the article.
The decision was
appealed to the Supreme
Court in April of that
year, but the case was
dismissed.
Adam Bystrom/Montana Kaimin
The church sold the
For the past 29 years, the Italian Renaissance home on the corner of
Gerald and Keith avenues has been home to UM’s president. Since its house back to the
construction in 1925 its occupants have varied from math professors, University in 1974 for
approximately what it
unmarried law students and Christian students.

Chelsi Moy

Kaimin Reporter

Adam Bystrom/Montana Kaimin

UM President George Dennison and his wife Jane have lived in their home on Gerald Street
for almost 14 years. “We tend to like the style and age,” Dennison said.

cost Lennes to build it. Since then, it has been the
home to University presidents and their families.
The presidents furnish the house themselves.
The Dennisons bought most of their furniture in
Missoula when they moved into the house.
The walls of their living room are decorated
with Russell Chatham lithographs, which the
Dennisons bought at a Missoula Art Museum
auction. They also display an Edgar Paxon limited-edition print of Sacagawea.
Griz Teddy bears sit at the bottom of the gates
to the foyer, welcoming visitors to the house.
Although it is primarily the president’s home,
luncheons and dinner receptions are held there.
Over the years, however, most university receptions have become too large for the president’s
home. But Dennison still invites the newly elected ASUM senators to the house each year for a
“pool and pizza party,” he said.
“It was a good chance to talk and kick back,”
said ASUM President Aaron Flint. “From what I
have heard, Dennison is a pretty good pool player, but I have yet to play him.”
The large antique pool table, which was
donated to the University, is located in the
library. The library shelves are made of
Philippine mahogany and can hold up to 20,000
books. Intricately carved designs run along the

top of the shelves. Dennison’s collection of historical literature takes up three entire walls. In
the corner of the library, he pulled out a book
from his favorite collection of hardbound
reprints and copies of legal and constitutional
history.
“I’m a historian,” Dennison said. “These are
books you would expect a historian to have.”
And this is a house you would expect a historian to have. Although there is no policy dictating whether a resident can paint rooms or
change wallpaper, the house has changed very
little over the years. This is thanks, in part, to the
University’s preservation efforts.
“The only problem with the house is it’s an original,” Dennison said. “There’s a lot of maintenance.”
But interim grounds supervisor Don Wilson
said it is actually less work than most people
think. It takes two people two hours once a
week to mow the lawn in the summer. The labor
and grounds crew has removed leaves twice this
fall and will shovel the walks when the snow
flies. A housekeeper cleans the house each week
and the tiles in the entryway are polished once a
year.
“It’s amazing it’s in such good condition, considering guys lived here for all those years,”
Jane Dennison said with a chuckle.
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Students face waiting list for ADHD screenings
Katherine Sather
Kaimin Reporter

It’s hard to focus on lectures.
It’s hard to concentrate on
homework.
And for some students at the
University of Montana who
have attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder, its hard to get
treatment.
Doctors at Curry Health
Center have a waiting list of
about 15 students who want to
be evaluated for ADHD, and
doctors won’t have time to test
most of them until late spring
semester, said psychologist
Martha Silverman.
The number of students on
the waiting list is equivalent to
the amount she usually evaluates over the course of a year.
“It seems like there are more
people this year,” she said.
“Nowadays it’s definitely more
well-known and accepted than
it used to be.”
College is a time when many
students may recognize they
have the symptoms of ADHD,
Silverman said. Students are
faced with homework assignments which are larger and
more difficult than in high
school, when they might have
gotten by without much studying.
“They try to study and for
some — that’s when it really
hits them,” she said. “We hear
things like, ‘It takes me so
much longer than all my

peers,’ and ‘I feel like I have
to study so much more to get a
good grade.’”
Students are also more aware
of the disorder, since it has
received increased attention
from the media in recent years,
said psychologist Cheryl
Vandenburg of Curry Health
Center. She said two-thirds of
children diagnosed with the
disease will continue to have
symptoms in adulthood.
Students with ADHD may
have trouble paying attention
and staying focused on their
school work. Often times the
disorder includes hyperactivity; students are fidgety, restless and talkative.
“It used to be a myth that
you outgrow it, but that’s not
true,” Vandenburg said.
Women are also more likely
to schedule an evaluation than
in years past, Silverman said.
Staff at the Department Of
Disability Services has also
seen an increase in women
with ADHD. The department
offers accommodations to students with the disorder, such
as longer test-taking time in
rooms separate from their
classes.
“A decade ago we saw a lot
of males, but now we’re seeing
more females,” said Bernadine
Gantert, the DSS program
director. “Women, when they
were younger, tended to be
more well-behaved, but males
may have had discipline prob-

lems and were identified with
ADHD.”
Gantert has noticed an overall increase of students with
ADHD who seek out her organization’s services. Of the 796
students that DDS served last
spring, 103 had the disorder.
At Counseling and
Psychological Services,
Vandenburg and Silverman are
the only psychologists who
evaluate students for ADHD.
The process takes several
weeks, so the waiting list is
long. Students first undergo an
hour-long screening to find out
if they’re a candidate for the
evaluation.
After the screenings, most
students are added to the waiting list for a $350 evaluation
that includes an aptitude test,
attention test and ADHD questionnaire.
The evaluation totals about
eight hours, but is scheduled in
two-hour sessions that continue for three weeks.
Vandenburg said it’s the
most affordable evaluation in
town. Other facilities offer the
tests for $800 to $1,800.
“It’s a screaming deal,” she
said.
One reason the evaluation
process is so thorough is to
prevent students from abusing
the drugs prescribed to treat
ADHD. Students often use
Ritalin or Aderol, which help
them concentrate.
Both Silverman and Gantert

said it’s important for students
to use accommodations provided by the Department of
Disability Services, such as
extra time for tests.
“If someone with ADHD is
testing in the Urey
Underground Lecture Hall with
300 other people, that’s not
optimal,” Gantert said. “In a
private room we can allow
them time to demonstrate their
academic proficiency.”
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Edwards looks to redeem himself in Griz-Cat match-up
Natalie Storey
Sports Reporter

Last year the intensity of the
He learned his
rivalry between the Griz and the
Bobcats caught Grizzly cornerback lesson, wants to
win, but it won’t
Kevin Edwards a little off-guard.
Edwards, who was a freshman at be easy
the time, didn’t realize how much
emphasis is placed on winning the Griz-Bobcat game.
Then he gave up the game-winning touchdown in last
year’s matchup against MSU senior wide receiver Junior
Adams, who caught a short pass that turned into a 53yard gain and sealed the win for the Bobcats.
Standing on the sideline during the fourth quarter of
that game, Edwards looked into the face of a former Griz
player who was watching the game from the sidelines.
The man had an angry expression that startled Edwards
and could have scared a child.
“He was so pissed,” Edwards said. “You could tell he
wanted to kill every one of the Bobcat fans.”
This weekend’s Griz-Bobcat game is not only the
Griz’s chance to get revenge, but Edwards’ chance to
avenge himself.
“As a Griz you want to win it for all those past Griz
players,” Edwards said.
Edwards also wants to play well because his older
brother Justin, an MSU biology student, will be watching
the game. Even though Justin goes to Kevin’s rival
school, the two brothers get along well. Actually, Justin
is one of Kevin’s biggest fans. He wears Kevin’s shirts
around MSU defiantly.
“Seeing how my brother still plays football for the
Griz, and he’s bigger than me, and if I want to stay in
one piece, then I have to root for the Griz,” Justin said.
Edwards, a sophomore from Spokane, switched from
safety to play cornerback earlier in the season. The move
has proved to be a good one for the Griz. Edwards leads
the Grizzlies in interceptions this season with four. His
most important grab coming into this weekend’s game
was against Eastern Washington when he stole a pass

from Kyler Randal in the end zone.
“He’s a smart kid, a very athletic kid,” said defensive
coordinator Jeff Hammerschmidt. “He’s getting better
every week.”
Edwards said leading the team in interceptions has
helped to boost his confidence. He has given a lift to a
young and inexperienced Grizzly secondary, which is
now playing without senior cornerback Vernon Smith
who recently had surgery on a neck injury.
“It’s nice because when you make big plays offensive
coordinators shy away from you,” Edwards said.
Some offensive coordinators might think twice about
throwing the ball to Edwards’ side, but that doesn’t mean
he gets to take a break. Part of what makes him a good
corner is his ability to see the field and to administer big
hits when given the chance.
“I like big hits,” Edwards said. “Coach Hauck — he
emphasizes being physical, we try not to get too dirty,
but football is also a game of war.”
In other words, Edwards doesn’t get much of a chance
to take it “Easy,” the nickname his teammates gave him.
The name’s origin is still a mystery and Edwards swears
he doesn’t remember how they came up with it.
When Edwards does take it easy at home, he watches a
lot of TV. He admits he can be a bit of a softy, especially
when it comes to the movies “Braveheart” and “Rudy.”
He can be a tough guy on the field, but he’s known to get
a little choked-up over his favorite flicks.
“Most guys cry during movies,” he said. “It’s just dark
so no one notices.”
Although Edwards has become a standout this season,
he doesn’t take himself seriously. He said he often sits
with his legs crossed like a woman which, along with his
shaggy golden locks, inspires his teammates to tease him
about being a pretty-boy.
His brother understands especially well.
“He probably spends more time in the bathroom than
any girl I know,” Justin said.
But Kevin still defends his spot as a tough guy on the
team.
“Just because someone’s a pretty-boy doesn’t make

13 Questions:
Will Cleveland
Sports Reporter

Jon Skinner, a senior offensive guard
for the University of Montana football
team, is a big man. He stands 6-feet-7
inches tall and weighs more than we can
count. Therefore, when he gave an answer
we didn’t like, we didn’t argue. No need
to anger someone who could rip people in
half and will probably do just that this
weekend against Montana State in the
“Brawl of the Wild.”
Kaimin: Being a Skinner, have you
ever skinned an animal? And if so, what
kind of animal?
Jon Skinner: Oh yeah. I did a lot of
hunting when I was younger, so I’ve
skinned some elk and some deer.
K: What is your favorite Dustin
Hoffman movie?
JS: “Rain Man.”
K: Good choice. Any reason why?
JS: Nope, it was the only one I could
think of at the time.
K: There you go. This is a question
that we have to ask football players.
What is your typical game-day breakfast?
JS: I usually eat some scrambled eggs
and ham with some cheese on them, two
pieces of toast, hash browns, and some
yogurt with Grape Nuts or Cracklin’ Oat
Bran on it. Then I drink half-cranberry,
half-apple juice and a glass of water.
K: Is there any place that you typically eat breakfast on game day?
JS: We eat at the Food Zoo as a team.
K: What’s your favorite Cat-Griz
moment?
JS: Favorite Cat-Griz moment? Beside

beating them this year? It would have to
be when (Kris) Heppner kicked the field
goal (in 1997) with no time left to extend
the streak (of the Griz beating the
Bobcats). That was a pretty good moment.
K: What do you plan on doing this
Saturday against whoever from the
Bobcat defense lines up against you?
JS: Kick their ass if their team can
withstand the ass-kicking we are going to
give them. They deserve something.
K: We wouldn’t want to line up
against you. If your life were a cliche
porno title, what would
it be called and why?
JS: Coming off, spelled
C-O-M-O-N-H-O-F-F and
just because I like that
name.

him a soft player,” Edwards said.
Despite his teammates’ taunting, Edwards said he
knows Montana is the team he was meant to play for. He
realized he wanted to be a Griz in the winter of 2000,
when he was watching the Griz play for the national
championship. He had been planning on going to Eastern
Washington or Portland State when he graduated from
high school, but the 2000 Grizzlies stirred something
inside him.
The Griz lost the championship, but former Grizzly
head coach Joe Glenn called Edwards later that month
and made him an offer. Edwards knew instantly that he
would be moving to Montana.
“You let the chips fall as they may,” he said. “Fate —
you just let it take its course.”

Bogner, Ford head to
national championship
University of Montana junior Antony Ford and senior Kerry Bogner will be the two lone Grizzly crosscountry runners to compete in the NCAA National
Championships Nov. 24 in Cedar Falls, Iowa.
Ford finished 11th and Bogner 12th in the Mountain
Region Championships Nov. 15, granting them at-large
bids in the national race.
This will be the second consecutive national meet
for Ford, and the first for Bogner.
Last year, Ford finished 16th at nationals, earning
him All-American status.
The men’s race will be 10 kilometers, and the
women’s 6 kilometers.
The meet is scheduled to be shown on Fox Sports on
Wednesday, Dec. 3 at 1 p.m.
-Kaimin Sports Staff

Jon Skinner
could you please answer this question in
the third person? If you want.
JS: Jon Skinner will have to see what’s
going to happen to him. Jon Skinner’s
dreams are just like any kid’s dreams. He
wants to step out on the football field and
he wants to go on to the next level, but if
it doesn’t work out, Jon Skinner is going
to get a teaching job.
K: Aren’t you going to be studentteaching soon?
JS: Yup, I’ll be student-teaching in
Florence next semester for seventh and
eighth-graders. It’s going to be fun.

K: What happened to
the third person there?
Forget it, nevermind.
Who would win in a
fight between David
Hasselhoff and Pamela
Anderson?
JS: If they wrestled in
K: No arguments here.
the sand, I hope Pamela
Do you like stuff?
Anderson would be the
JS: The magazine?
winner.
K: No, just stuff in
K: And then a followgeneral.
up question to that.
JS: Hell yeah, I like
What do you think she
stuff.
sees in Kid Rock?
JS: He has long hair and
K: Who or what were
it’s
greasy. I don’t know.
you in a past life?
Skinner
He’s kind of a grungy guy
JS: I’d guess I would
and he’s a rock star, so I know I’d like
have been a sideshow in a circus somehim.
where.
K: Why is that?
K: Interesting. What are you going to
JS: I just figured that I was kinda the
miss most about Missoula?
chubby kid throughout school, so I figJS: This is a big town and I love college
ured my career would either go the football way or the sideshow circus way. So in life.
my past life, I guess I would take the
K: What’s the funniest football
alternate route.
moment that you can recall that is fit to
print?
K: Works for us. What does postJS: People are always giving Cory
football life hold for Jon Skinner? Also

Procter crap about how he is always
twitching like he has Tourettes Syndrome
or something. All the road trips have been
great, like on the bus to Weber and some
of the stuff that comes out of people’s
mouths. It’s just hilarious, just a bunch of
one-liners.
K: What is your favorite pie? We prefer blueberry pie made with Maine
blueberries.
JS: Pumpkin pie, without a doubt. I’m
actually not a big pie fan, but when it
comes to Thanksgiving, I engorge on
pumpkin pie.
K: Are you going to eat a whole
pumpkin pie then come Thursday?
JS: Oh, easy. The day after
Thanksgiving, that is going to be my
breakfast.
K: If or when you become a florist,
how will your football skills best serve
you?
JS: Definitely my delicate, soft hands
will aid me in the floral business.
K: Your hands do look pretty delicate
even though they are huge.
JS: I’d say they’re proportional to my
body.
K: We’ll just finish it up with the
random literature question. Are John
Grisham’s books considered literature?
JS: I like John Grisham as an author.
I’m right in the middle of his new book,
“Bleachers.” So I think that his books are
literature.
K: We wouldn’t argue with you.
JS: I don’t see why. He’s made a lot of
money writing words down on paper and
printing them.
K: Can’t be all that bad.
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Column by

Sticks and stones

Grizzly fans heading to
Bobcat country

Griz, Bobcats give an idea of how the game will turn out
Jeff Windmueller

UM
Head coach Bobby Hauck
“The weather will be key. It will definitely be interesting. It is predicted to be bad, so the weather could affect the offenses. Whichever offense comes out and scores first will probably have the
advantage.”
Junior tight end Willie Walden
“It’s going to be fun. We’re ready to rock n’ roll, but they should throw the ball to me more.”
Junior kick returner Levander Segars
“We need to stay consistent, stay focused, and play physical. We are going to need to be able to
run when we want to and pass when we want to. If we can do that, we will be fine.”

MSU
Head coach Mike Kramer
“We are expecting the kind of game that title shots are made of. The fact that we are here is
astounding, given what happened to us earlier in the season with all the turmoil, but the same
could be said for the Grizzlies, who also overcame an early season loss (to North Dakota
State).”
Sophomore quarterback Travis Lulay
“Last year was a whirlwind trip for us. Everything came true. It was pretty overwhelming. This
year we find ourselves in the same situation, we had a rough start to the season, but we are in a
position to win the conference again. We are playing to win so we can play again next week.”
Senior safety Kane Ioane
“The revenge factor is on their minds, because no one wants to lose again,
especially when the conference title is on the line again. We know that it is going to be there and
we know that we are not going to catch them by surprise. We aren’t sneaking up on anyone this
year.”

I remember it like it was three years ago. I had never watched an entire
football game in my life; I never understood it. Contact like hockey, but no
fighting. More action than baseball, but still too slow. Every few minutes the
teams would switch players and burly men would stomp onto a soccer field
to protect their throwing-guy from a bunch of other fat dudes trying to kill
him.
And yet, that first Grizzly game changed my attitude. I had an epiphany. I
wasn’t just some lonely spectator sitting on a cold metal bench clapping
when we scored and sighing when we lost. When the canon fired, Monte did
a backflip and my team came onto the field, I became a full-blooded —
granted, tainted with a little whiskey — Grizzly fan.
Ever since, I lived for Saturdays. Who were we playing, what time was the
game at, you think we’re gonna win? Of course we were.
It sounded like I was actually going to put on a jersey and join them on
the field. And yet, that’s how it is for Grizzly fans. When the team travels,
we go with them. When they’re injured, we feel there pain — or at least try
to imagine it. When they win, we win. When they lose, we’ll kick the crap
out of a nun if she looks at us cross-eyed. What she’s doing at the bars,
we’re not sure, but that’s Missoula for ya.
University of Montana football isn’t a game. It is an all-out, smoke ’em if
you got ’em, there ain’t no tomorrow, hard liquor and hand-guns event. And
if any unsuspecting bystander walks into one of our games they’ll get the
surprise of their lifetime, because it all begins with just one fan.
“You dirty son-of-a-bitch, you can’t play ball! Hey, that’s right, I’m talking to you! Number 29 has herpes!”
And when the screams fall silent, a young boy asks his mother why she
has to say stuff like that.
“Because they’re the enemy,” she replies in a soothing tone.
Everywhere they go the fans bring it with them. The love for our team, the
hatred for the other. And this weekend is certainly no exception.
If you don’t already know, it’s Griz-Cat weekend. If you run into somebody that didn’t know, withhold the urges to nail them with a socket wrench,
and remind yourself they are just stupider than you.
Unlike previous years, the team has something they haven’t had in over a
decade, a chance at revenge. Our football players are ready, the RVs are
fired up, and the fans can’t wait to taste Bobcat blood.
But a quick word of warning. The roads will be slick. Montana State has
increased their police force. Pepper spray tastes good on burritos, but not in
the face. And if, by any chance, we decide to tear down their goal posts,
bring me a piece. Do it, and I’ll kick my Bobcat sister in the face. Of course,
afterward, she’ll beat my ass.

Grizzly basketball teams begin regular season
Lady Griz face Montana-Western in home opener
Jeff Windmueller
Sports Editor

The University of MontanaWestern will have to play exceptionally well to keep up with the Big
Sky Conference’s No. 1-ranked
Lady Griz basketball team, said
Kevin Engellant, the Lady
Bulldogs’ coach.
“Hopefully we all have a big
game, we’re going to have to to
have a chance,” Engellant said.
Western will meet UM’s women’s
basketball team in their regular-season opening game Friday at 7:35
p.m. in the Adams Center.
The Lady Griz are led by a number of returning players who are
expected to do well throughout the
season. After sitting out a year
because of an injury, senior forward
Julie Deming is back and already
proved to be a key player during
UM’s preseason exhibitions. Against
Deja Vu — a team of former Lady
Griz players — Deming led the
team shooting 10-14, including two
three-pointers, for a total 24 points.
In the 2001-2002 season Deming
averaged 10.1 points per game.
Meanwhile, junior center Hollie
Tyler said she would be able to play
in Friday’s game after doctors determined she did not have a stress fracture in her foot. However, she said
that the nagging injury could develop into a stress fracture if not taken
care of.
“They said I will be able to play,
so I hope to get out there,” Tyler

said.
She said that she will have to take
it easy and will begin exercises soon
to try to help the injury.
Named all-Big Sky Conference
last year, Tyler was fourth in the
conference in scoring with an average 15.1 points per game, and second in rebounding with 9.3 per
game. In the game against Deja Vu
she scored 17 points and led the
team in rebounds with 11.
Engellant said he will have a
tough time getting past Tyler and 6foot-4 junior center Crystal Baird.
Baird was second in the team in
scoring (9.9 points per game),
rebounding (4.8 per game) and
blocking (32 total).
The Lady Bulldogs have already
begun their NAIA regular season,
and after three of the team’s stars
graduated last year, the team has
been struggling but is starting to
take shape, Engellant said. The team
is 5-6 this season.
So far this season, Western has
been led by Great Falls natives
Hillary Taylor and Megan Schmitz.
Taylor leads the team in points with
an average 11.3 per game, followed
by Schmitz, who averaged 11 per
game. Jamie Buell is in a close third
with 10 points per game.
Engellant said that with the Lady
Griz’s size and depth scoring will be
very tough.
“We’ve got to be able to knock in
perimeter shots,” Engellant said.
“It’s going to be hard to get inside.”

Men travel to Wisconsin with newcomers
Danny Davis
Sports Reporter

The University of Montana’s men’s basketball journey to March Madness begins
Saturday as they hit the road to play the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Panthers.
Coming off a season in which they finished
with an overall record of 13-17 and a conference record of 7-7, Montana looks to improve
enough to earn a possible Big Sky Conference
crown and play in the NCAA tournament for
the first time in head coach Pat Kennedy’s
two-year UM tenure.
Montana last made the tournament in 2001
and lost in the first round to the University of
Oregon Ducks.
The Griz will be led by a long list of newcomers this year. Junior college transfers
Kamarr Davis and Roy Booker are expected
to start. Transferee John Seyfert, redshirt
freshman Matt Dlouhy and true freshman
Brian Lynch from Great Falls High are also
on the roster.
Montana will also be bolstered by the
return of senior Brent Cummings who returns
to the UM starting line-up after sitting out last
season with an injury.
UM also expects big things from sophomore Kevin Criswell, who averaged 15.1
points a game last year and senior Steve
Horne who averaged 11.5 points a game.
Seniors Victor Venters and Derrick Mansell
also bring their respective 2002 averages of
5.8 and 4.1 points a game to the table.
Kennedy says that playing hard-nosed
defense and controlling the glass will be
UM’s plans this year and that if Montana
sticks to the plan they should be successful in
the end.
The Griz are ranked third behind Weber

State and Eastern Washington in both the
coaches and media preseason polls.
In their only non-scrimmage preseason
appearance, the Griz played well as they
cruised to a 123-70 victory over the Sons of
Blue Angels. Davis led Montana with 26
points and 10 rebounds while Horne added 19
points. Ventors and Dlouhy each had 13
points and Booker also finished the game in
double figures with 12.
The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
team is coming off a season in which it finished 24-8 and made its first NCAA tournament appearance but were ousted by the Notre
Dame Fighting Irish in the opening round 7069.
Panthers center Dylan Page, the only starter
who played last year, averaged 17.7 points
and 6.5 rebounds a game last season. Besides
Page, the Panthers will look for help from
Junior college transfers Chris Hill and Ed
McCants, as well as Joah Tucker. Sophomore
Adrian Tigert also looks to make an impact
after sitting out last season.
“They are a pressing team,” said Kennedy.
“When you play a team like them, it’s a
curveball right out of the gate.”
UWM has gone 2-0 in its preseason games.
The Panthers coasted by Southern Indiana 9976 and killed Northwest Sports 103-78. Page
averaged 30.5 points in those two outings
while McCants and Tucker contributed 17 and
13.5 points a game, respectively.
Montana will be without the services of
junior college transferee Jon Wilkins and
returning letterman Chris McKay who did not
practice this week but are expected back next
week.
Montana and UWM will tip off at 6:05 p.m
Mountain time at the U.S. Cellular Arena.
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Horoscopes
for the ignorant
Aries (March 21-April 20)
*** For God’s sake, just
buy Stove Top stuffing
and DON’T stick it up
the turkey’s anal cavity.
Taurus (April 21-May 21)
**** If your family is
having Kate Moss over for
Thanksgiving dinner, then
it’s your job to shove some food
down her throat and make sure
to watch her like a hawk when
she goes off to the bathroom.
Gemini (May 22-June 21)
***** Whomever candied those yams sucks at
candying, man. I’m serious.
These yams suck. And the
candy isn’t helping as much as
you’d think.

Matt Hayes/Montana Kaimin

Photographs from graduate student Neely Vacura’s thesis project hang inside the Gallery of Visual Arts in the Social Sciences Building. The gallery is
open from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday.

Prints and photos meditate on heritage and nature
Ira Sather-Olson
Kaimin Reporter

There’s never a shortage of art at
the Gallery of Visual Arts in the
Social Sciences Building.
This month check out some contemporary American Indian art or the
thesis photography of a graduate student.
“Offerings from the Heart” is a
group exhibition of 24 American
Indian artists from around the United
States. Their work runs the gamut
from photography to painting, print
making, pottery and even basket
weaving.
On the other side of the gallery is
the graduate thesis work of photographer Neely Vacura. The exhibit
includes many large and mediumsized black-and-white photos of various nature settings.
Jason Clark, a University of
Montana graduate art student with an
emphasis in print-making, is one of
the artists featured in “Offerings
from the Heart.” Clark, whose heritage is Algonquin and Creek, said
he started getting serious about producing his own art when he first
started going to college in 1996.
“My work deals exclusively with
my own experiences and my family’s experiences and (the) Algonquin
legends told to me by my grandparents and parents,” he said. “They are
ways of teaching. (I’m) interested in
the mode of teaching and how I am
teaching my children.”
He said that his piece,
“Migration,” a sintra-cut relief print,
deals with his experience of moving
to Boise, Idaho, to go to graduate
school with his family. After a year,
the program he was attending fell
apart and his instructor had died, he
said, and his family decided to move
back to Missoula.
Clark said the situation he went
through echoed an old Algonquin
legend in which the Algonquins
decided to move west. They did so,
and finally found the perfect spot.
This perfect spot turned out to be
the place from which they had initially left.
Vacura, on the other hand, said
she gained an interest in photography during family vacations when
she was a child. She became inter-

ested in exploring places that were
new to her by taking photographs,
she said.
“I’m interested in (the) underlying
energy (in nature) and how that connects humanity,” she said about her
photography. “I’m interested in indescribable moments ... the feeling that
you have when you experience these
moments is a connecting factor.
(I’m) talking about things that are
beyond the visible reality and how
all of these things create a spirituality for me.”
She said she took many of the
photographs in the exhibit near
Missoula and in the Flathead
Lake/Polson area.
In her ethereal and somewhat
haunting photo of a set of trees and
some grass, titled “Second
Perspective: Solace,” she makes a
comparison with the photo right next
to it titled “First Perspective: Fear,”
she said.
With her “Solace” piece, she
wanted to create a sense of comfort
for viewers to be drawn into the
photo, she said. Her “Fear” photograph is of the same of trees and
grass but is darker and exhibits only
a small amount of white light in an
attempt to create the feeling of fear.
Viewers who look at both photos
should compare and contrast them,
she said.
In Clark’s lithograph piece
“Teacher,” a large, bear-like figure
hovers over and teaches a few
human figures.
He said the piece is based on the
traditional Algonquin beliefs that
their lineage is the same as a bear
and that humans are not the most
intelligent things on Earth.
Clark said the piece is a tribute to
his grandfather who told stories to
Clark about what a bear had told him
regarding hunting and various other
activities.
Clark said he has been influenced
by American Indian artists, most
notably Norval Morrisseau. He said
he gravitates more toward American
Indian artists because they come
from a background similar to his
own, and he feels he can relate to
them more easily.
“It’s nice for students and the public to see how native artists are looking at the world and issues and situa-

tions through native eyes,” Clark
said about the “Offerings From The
Heart” exhibit. “You can look into
the life of the artist a little bit.”
Vacura said she primarily shoots
photos dealing with nature because
they relate to what she is interested
in. She also said she is heavily influenced by the work of photographer
Minor White.
When she sees a reflection off of
the water, Vacura is apt to take a picture at the spur of the moment, she

said. At times when there isn’t language to describe a moment, she
said, these images seem spiritual and
ethereal to her.
“I’m searching for meaning in
existence through nature itself,” she
said about her work.
“Offerings From The Heart” and
Neely Vacura’s masters thesis exhibit
“Nature of Being” are on display
until Nov. 25. The Gallery of Visual
Arts is open from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday through Friday.

Dr. Borten Heft sez:
Reading the Kaimin Arts pages
increases one’s awareness of
Missoula’s artistic landscape.

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
**** Check out this amateur over here. Hey smart
guy, try leaving a hole for your
gravy in your mashed potatoes
next time, idiot. Act like you heard.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 23) ***
Pretend to help out with
the preparation in
between NFL football games
by quickly setting the table.
Then at dinner take credit for
helping out. It’s an old trick
Steve Francis taught me.
Virgo (Aug. 24-Sept. 22)
**** The Macy’s
Thanksgiving Day Parade.
If you wake up early enough to
watch it, your holiday will suck,
guaranteed.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Dr. Mario sez: try to
throw out four of the same
colored pills in a row to destroy
those nasty viruses before your
foresworn enemy does.
Thanksgiving.

arts@kaimin.org
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov.
21) *** I wonder what
former all-star first baseman
Mark Grace says for grace before
his family sits down to
Thanksgiving dinner. He used to
be one helluva good contact hitter.

Arborwear
Tree
Climbers
Pants

$54.95
If you are going to wear
the same pants all week,
make sure they are the best.

Higgins & Pine • Downtown Missoula, MT
www.trailheadmontana.net
543-6966

Sagittarius (Nov. 22Dec. 21) **** Uncle Frank
just farted at the table. The
choice is now yours: take the
high road or make sure everybody knows it was him.
Capricorn (Dec. 22Jan. 19) ***** Gwyneth
Paltrow only eats dark meat.
There’s no hidden meaning to
that, it just is what it is.
Aquarius (Jan. 20Feb. 18) ***** Shout out to
old-school Adam Sandler:
Turkey for the girls and/Turkey
for the boys/My favorite kind
of pant/Are corduroys/Gobble
gobble goo and/Gobble gobble
gickel/I wish turkey only cost a
nickel/Oh I love turkey on
Thanksgiving
Pisces (Feb. 19-March
20) **** Thanks like a
muh-funker. What? What?
Keep on givin’ beehotch.
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Picks
FRIDAY

“All About My Mother”
Give some love to the mamas. Go see a free film by
Pedro Almodovar, “All About My Mother,” which is
the story of a mother, her son and his quest to find his
father, Lola. Then donate some money, which will go
toward a scholarship for a UM mother. The movie will
be shown at the Crystal Theatre at 7 p.m.

SATURDAY
Dexter Grove
While many of Missoula’s students and residents will
travel to Bozeman this rivalry weekend to raise havoc
in the home of our eastern neighbors, Dexter Grove
comes to us. The Bozeman-based trio will be featuring
their jammy, energy-infused sounds at the Top Hat.
Music starts at 10 p.m., and the cover is T to the B A.

SUNDAY
Patricia Goedicke
Prolific and prominent poet Patricia Goedicke spews
some spirited stanzas with Sharma Shields, a secondyear graduate creative writing student. The reading is
part of the Second Wind Reading Series, which takes
place weekly at 7:30 p.m. in the Union Club. Free.

MONDAY
Percussion
UM’s Percussions Ensemble and “Islanders” Steel Drum Band will
bring exotic sounds and dances of Africa to the University Theatre
for their fall concert. If you close your eyes, images of gazelles,
savannah grasslands and maybe even lions will spring onto the back
of your eyelids. Tickets cost $4 for students and seniors and $6 for
general admission.

TUESDAY
Pub Trivia
Is your head home to volumes of useless trivia? Put that knowledge
to work, boy! Go to Pub Trivia at Sean Kelly’s and prove yourself
to that team of older fellows who always win. Just don’t drink too
much in the process, the answers have to be legible to count. Get
there before 8 p.m. to get a table. Free.

THURSDAY
Thanksgivin’
You know what to do. Turkey, stuffing, mashed potato,
gravy, cranberry sauce and pie goodness. Feast, gorge,
fill that belly till the top button of your jeans pops
open and all you can do is lie uncomfortably until your
overloaded system digests. And be thankful for all the
food and loved ones you get to share it with.

The Plug
1. Liquid Planet
It’s a new internet cafe in town. They have killer
smoothies and crepe specialties. It’s just a really
cool setting.
2. Bob Dylan
If you ever get a chance, you’ve got to see him
live. I love listening to his lyrics. Each song tells
a story.

Here’s what

Nicole DeWeese
a freshman
in Forestry
thinks you should check out

3. Bluegrass or Folk Festivals
If you’ve never been exposed to that kind of
music, going to a festival will change the way you
think about it. Just listening to bluegrass reminds
me of the mountains and growing
up in Montana.
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Pick-up chorus to raise voices, donations
Alex Strickland
Kaimin Reporter

Habitat for Humanity members
will be humming to the tune of
George Frideric Handel’s
“Messiah” Sunday, and the sound
of thousands of dollars being
donated to their cause.
Habitat for Humanity leaders
and about 100 other people will
sing Handel’s Hallelujah Chorus
to welcome the Christmas season
and support the local group Nov.
30 in the University Theatre.
Nancy Cooper, a UM music
faculty member, has been in
charge of the musical performance since she came up with the
idea for the concert in 1996. Each
year, singers from the community
and University raise pledges and
sing along. The concert was
inspired by “Messiah” sing-alongs throughout the country, and
Cooper said she just wanted a
cause for the event to support.
“All nonprofits look for an
event that will make them
unique,” Cooper said. This event
is not only unique, it is successful. Last year the event raised
over $15,000 for the Missoula

chapter of Habitat for Humanity.
The nice thing about this concert, Cooper said, is that singers
can decide they want to participate the day of the show.
Rehearsals aren’t required,
although they are recommended,
and all students have to do is
show up with $35 in pledges and
they can sing. Admission to the
show is free.
Prizes are offered for the people who raise the most pledges.
Cooper said many restaurants in
town donate free meals that are
given to people who pledge more
than the minimum amount. Last
year’s highest pledge was $1,000.
Cooper said the concert isn’t
professional, as it is still a sing-along of sorts, but the soloists and
orchestra accompanying the
singers are fantastic. The orchestra is composed of members from
the Rocky Mountain String
Ensemble, UM’s professional
orchestra, the Missoula Orchestra
and the UM Symphony Orchestra.
Soloists in the concert are two
faculty members from the music
department, one non-traditional
student and an elementary school

music teacher. “They are all really fine soloists,” Cooper said. She
added that one of the biggest
thrills of the show for singers is
getting to be on stage in front of a
large crowd with talented soloists
and an orchestra.
After its first few years the
event was moved from St.
Anthony’s Catholic Church to the
University Theatre.
“We were literally overflowing,” Cooper said of the concerts
at St. Anthony’s. Last year about
900 people packed into the
University Theatre to see the
show.
Dave Chrismon, director of the
Missoula chapter, said this fundraiser is the group’s biggest of the
year. The cost of building a house
for the chapter is around $40,000,
not including the land it’s built on
or any improvements to the
home, Chrismon said.
Habitat for Humanity will complete its twenty-fifth home in
Missoula next month, and
Chrismon said two families have
already been selected for building
projects for next year.

50 Cent’s latest falls short of gansta’s greatest
Music Review by:
Cory Walsh
The video for 50 Cent’s first hit, “In Da Club” featured
Dr. Dre. and Eminem as scientists creating 50 as the ideal
rap android in some sort of secret lab where next-generation hip hop technology is perfected before being
unleashed on unknowing radio audiences. It was a clever
gimmick, but given 50 Cent’s robotic lack of personality, it
seems less like a joke than a re-enactment of the recording
of his album “Get Rich or Die Tryin’”.
“Beg For Mercy” is the debut album by 50’s crew, The
G-Unit, and to give you a good idea of its contents, it’s
best to consult the liner notes, which feature some of the
best thank you’s in hip hop history. Young Buck thanks
most of the North American continent by region (although
the Northwest continues to receive no love from the rap
world), The Sopranos, 12th Avenue and of course, all the
fiends who bought drugs from him.
The photos are almost worth $15.99 on their own. They
feature airbrushed photos of the G-Unit members grimacing and holding piles of bills, although Young Buck gets
the shaft, holding a stack of twenties while Messers Cent
and Banks get the hundreds. There’s also a digitally-altered
photo of Mr. Cent unloading an uzi, complete with pixelated shells and fire.
It’s unclear why exactly 50 Cent is a celebrity — he
shares Vin Diesel’s conception of charisma as glaring and
speaking in a voice that expresses some combination of
boredom and indifference.
As a rapper, he pales in comparison to others whom he
outsells by the crate full. He doesn’t really have the virtuoso rhyme technique of Eminem or Outkast’s Big Boi and
Andre — who pile on internal rhymes and extend their
thoughts far across bar lines and verses. Meanwhile, 50’s
first verse on the CD goes “I am loco/better than soso/Game’s in the chokehold/diss means a no-no/I perfected
the slow flow,” sounding like a dull recitation of the
Reader’s Digest Abridged Jay-Z with the punchlines surgically removed by Drs. Dre and Eminem.
His flow is interesting, and what a slow flow it is. He
typically misses the downbeat by a half-syllable or so, creating the feeling that’s he’s either adlibbing or barely
remembering the rhymes as he says them. It can sound
either like he’s cocky, or forgetful, or both.
“Footprints” shows all the problems with the entire
album. Over a synthesizer beat that may bring a lawsuit
from the makers of the old Contra video game or conjure
images of Mario in the dungeon level ready to battle
Bowser, 50 Cent unironically intones the story about God
and the footprints in the sand for a chorus. (Yes, Jesus was
carrying you in the hard times, or in this case, a gangsta
rapper who writes little couplets about killing people and
fucking groupies.)
The album alternates between girl songs and gun songs,
although they vary the formula here and there. “21
Questions” was a hit for Mr. Cent after his last album, and
there’s a handful of songs aimed for the same result. They

manage to insult and flatter women in equal measure — a
clever way to appeal to those groupies without alienating
the layless white males who will most likely constitute
most of the album’s sales.
Music journalists love to fawn over 50 Cent and his
supposed wit, but it doesn’t show through at all on the
album, which alternates between the pop-friendly and
doom-and-gloom songs in which invisible, unnamed haters
are threatened with a creative assortment of G-Unit-inflicted deaths, supposing said haters choose to cross the GUnit.
Journalists — all the way from the New York Times on
down — have prominently featured 50 Cent’s past in their
page one stories on him, and the fact that he poses in a
bulletproof vest on the cover of his DVD doesn’t help anything. That he was shot nine times and stabbed is treated
less like a tragedy of contemporary life in America than as
some sort of badge of authenticity or glossy marketing
angle. Pop culture has grown increasingly cozy with
stereotypes of black men that are kept a satellite transmission’s distance away, from the hustler to the pimp to the
wacky crack addict to the hilarious pimp with a heart of
gold, why not throw authentically gunned down gangsta
rapper onto the pile? Look for a parody in “Scary Movie
Quattro” or “Friday Three Weeks From This Friday.”
The album closes out with “I Smell Pussy,” a cross pollination of the hip hop love song, hip hop dirty-sex song,
and a touch of the bitch-ass-punk song for good measure.
It starts out “I smell pussy ... I smell pussy ... I smell pussy
... I smell pussy,” and cleverly switches from talking about
female states of arousal to courage-deficient men, and flips
back to those women for the verses. The chorus features
lines like “Love muscle feel tighter than a headlock,” halfcrooned like they’re supposed to be some kind of compliment.
It’s been over 10 years since Dr. Dre released “The
Chronic” and really established an audience for hardcore
rap in the suburbs. Since then several hundred other gangsta rap discs have flooded the market, and every clever way
to rhyme “glock” with “cocked,” “popped” or “dropped”
has long since been extinguished, recycled and trashed
again. Dre and Snoop Dogg continue to be a force in rap
because of their personality and style — every time they
release something new, they twist the cliches with enough
invention and charisma to make them vital again. “Beg For
Mercy” is content to be an above-average genre exercise
that goes through the motions with just enough flair to
score a few hits, but it still feels like an overblown
“Scarface” shelved alongside Dre’s “Godfather”.
On “Eye for Eye,” in addition to recycling the titular
milleniums-old cliche, 50 threatens “N**** you shit on
me/I shit on you.” So, at the risk of getting shot by an
Interscope Records rep with a Photoshop uzi — don’t
bother buying “Beg For Mercy.” For the same price, you
can go pick up the two-disc Outkast album, or buy a used
copy of both “The Chronic” and “Doggystyle” and reminisce about why gangsta rap was worth listening to in the
first place, if at all anymore.
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Homelessness
Continued from Page 1

in social service for 10 years, said
she believes the population closer
to 150.
“We don’t catch everyone,” she
said. “We are not necessarily finding the people sleeping on couches.”
According to the Housing and
Urban Development Web site, the
definition of “homeless” is an
individual who lacks a fixed, regular and adequate nighttime residence. Whether it is a transient
camped out on Jacob’s Island, or a
university student crashing on a
friend’s couch, both are technically homeless.
Since Mountain Homes opened
its doors in August of 2000, its six
available rooms have never been
empty, Ray said. There is a large
demand for housing and programs
aimed specifically at homeless
teenagers.
“We have a lot of social services here, but a lot are specialized,”
Ray said. “In the youth world,
there is not a homeless shelter.
They fall through the cracks of
the entire homeless system.”
Shelters like the Poverello
Center only allow people over 18

to sleep there, although anyone is
invited to eat there. Also, the
Poverello Center does not accommodate homeless families. The
Salvation Army, on the other
hand, allows only people over 18
with children.
Youth Taking Flight, a collaboration of social service agencies
focused on adolescents’ transition
into adulthood, recently put out a
survey to homeless teenagers,
ages 14 to 19, to find out their
needs. With help from the
University of Montana’s social
work program, these youths were
asked questions ranging from
where they sleep to whether
Missoula’s services meet their
needs.
Rob Snow, a VISTA volunteer,
is heading up the project. To help
circulate the survey, Snow and
other Youth Taking Flight members, including Ray, went to Caras
Park where Midnight and his
friends often hang out.
Offering pizza and socks, Snow
said, they attracted a group of 30
kids. One kid’s comment was
especially surprising to Snow.
“He asked why we don’t provide ways of getting off the
streets,” Snow said. “We just give
them free stuff, but we don’t give
them advice on how to get out

their situations.”
For Ray, the thing she said
touched her heart after talking
with these kids was the fact they
honestly had nothing. They had
no family, shelter or food and had
to resort to begging for water
behind businesses.
“It’s amazing, in our modern
society, these kids can’t get their
basic needs met,” she said.
A large problem, she said, is the
kids’ lack of Social Security
cards, picture IDs and birth certificates. Without $8 to get copies
of these documents, and without
an address, it makes it extremely
difficult to get a job, Ray said.
For Midnight, it is impossible
to deal with his substance abuse
when his basic needs are not
being met, she said. Right now,
it’s his only form of income.
The Youth Taking Flight survey
may give the Missoula community a better idea of how to meet the
needs of people such Midnight.
As far as Foot is concerned, the
two of them have everything they
need right in Caras Park.
“Everyone else has to work for
cars, houses and electricity. But,
look...” he said, glancing around
the dimly lit park and pointing at
the scattered street lights. “We
have all the electricity we need.”
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MontPIRG
Continued from Page 1

During a public comment period that lasted more than an hour,
Figarelle said it was clear that the
MontPIRG fee-collection process
was unfair since MontPIRG is the
only group allowed to collect voluntary fees. He also said the
MontPIRG proposal was unfair
because it discriminates against
smaller student groups that cannot win 10 percent of the student
population’s approval.
“I don’t know if I’m missing
something here, but it just seems
so black-and-white to me,” he
said.
MontPIRG member Matt
Jennings said ASUM would not
have enough money to fund
MontPIRG, which has about a
$15,000 budget, and said student
fees might have to be increased.
Under the ASUM system, students who didn’t support
MontPIRG would pay for it
regardless, whereas under current
policy they don’t pay the
MontPIRG fee unless they say
they want to, he said.
“MontPIRG is not compatible
under ASUM’s budgeting

process,” Jennings said.
According to a letter written by
ASUM business manager Averiel
Wolff, ASUM received $960,000
in funding requests from student
groups last year. ASUM’s budget
allowed for $617,000 to be disbursed.
“By permitting a voluntary fee
collection to the few groups that
have an increasing membership
and interest,” Wolff wrote, “we
give groups an opportunity to
develop, as well as retaining
more of ASUM funds for other
groups.”
But Associated Students of
Montana State University Sen.
Kala French said MontPIRG
should have to collect its fees like
every other student group and not
have the benefit of administrators
collecting the fee through tuition
bills.
“Our concern is that this would
set a precedent,” she said. “And
we don’t want to put that type of
burden on our administrators.”
French said she and others
were concerned that the
MontPIRG fee-collection process
would spread to other campuses
of the Montana University
System.

UM volunteers aid in Thanksgiving assistance programs
Bennett Jacobs
For the Kaimin

This holiday season, many
University of Montana students will
take time out of their busy schedules to help those less fortunate put
food on their tables.
UM sophomore Jacole Douglas,
the community service project coordinator at the Office for Civic
Engagement, has been working
throughout the week to coordinate
students’ volunteer efforts for the
Salvation Army’s holiday assistance
program.
Douglas says over 400 boxes
containing enough food to feed the

average family for Thanksgiving
have been packed by volunteers,
many of whom are UM students,
and will be distributed Tuesday to
families who registered for them
through the Salvation Army. The
Salvation Army advertises its free
services over the radio, TV and perhaps the most effective method:
word of mouth.
“The majority of our
Thanksgiving volunteers are students, probably 90 percent,” said
Kristi Faust of the Salvation Army.
“And it’s 50-50 groups versus individuals.”
The Salvation Army is not the
only organization students can lend

The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out
any money.

LOST & FOUND
LOST: Prescription Eye Glasses. Oval Lens, Brown
and Green Frame. Lost between Skaggs and S.S.
Please Call 243-4419
Lost: Black Bag full of toiletries. Prescription glasses and retainers. $50 REWARD. Call Jayme 240-6291
LOST: orange leather wallet. If found, Please call
Maiko at 243-3800 REWARD
LOST: digital camera on 10/31 between Gerald and
Arthur Street. Photo sticker on front. Call 541-0201

k iosk
Professional, handsome, man who is Clean Cut and
all-American type Seeks honest lady (24-35 years old)
who is tall, slender, attractive and likes outdoors and
athletics. No smokers. Positive attitude towards life
and relationships a key as well. Phone John @ 8296507

HELP WANTED
WANTED
Make Money taking Online Surveys. Earn $10-$125 for
Surveys. Earn $25-$250 for Focus Groups. Visit
www.cash4students.com/mtum

DUSTEN MOYER PLEASE CONTACT QUARTER MOON
BOOKS 728-3016

Learn about another Culture! Be friends with foreign
students!! Mentor incoming foreign students for a
semester through the International Peer Assistant
Program. To apply, call FSS at 243-6040 or email
yukari.zednick@umontana.edu

PERSONALS

BABYSITTER NEEDED: M, T, W, 12-5 pm. Call 3603620

LOST: Gray fleece jacket, maroon griz cap, & wool
gloves left Tues. in LA 249 at 3:00pm. Please contact
Kirsten at 243-1398

Prevent colds with good self-care and frequent hand
washing. Additional health information at the Curry
Health Center website, www.umt.edu/chc
SURPRISE YOUR FAMILY! Bring home a unique
Thanksgiving house gift from the Peace Center, nearby at 519 S. Higgins. Artisons world-wide are thankful for Fair Trade
BRAIN FRIED yet? - here is one more thing to add to
your list of things to do . . . SIGN UP FOR SPRING
INTRAMURAL SPORTS.
Rosters for Basketball,
Volleyball, and Indoor Soccer are due Dec 10th (Wed
B4 finals) by 5pm. $30 forfeit fee (refundable to
GrizCardDebit only) for details about leagues and the
www.umt.edu/campusrec/intramural.htm or call
243-2804

their holiday labor to.
Sophomore Julie McFarland will
be working at the Poverello Center,
preparing and serving Thanksgiving
dinner to many of Missoula’s
homeless residents. The center has
been serving Thanksgiving dinners
for nearly 30 years.
Frankie Feinstien, director of the
Poverello Center, said this year the
center has more volunteers signed
up to work the holiday than it really
needs.
“People kind of pick out a holiday and they start calling like
crazy,” she said.
Feinstien said the overflow of
volunteers will be put to good use

ART & RECREATION TECHNICIAN-20-hr position assisting persons with disabilities in accessing communitybased art and recreation opportunities. Bachelor’s
Degree in Art or Recreation and experience teaching
art classes preferred. Interest in being actively
involved in outdoor recreational activities. Two years
experience working with individuals with disabilities
preferred. Valid Montana Driver’s License. Days and
hours flexible. $9.00/hr. Closes 12/4/03, 5pm. Exc.
Benefits including: generous amount of paid time off,
retirement, medical insurance, ect., plus the privilege of working with professional and caring fellow
staff.
Application available at OPPORTUNITY
RESOURCES, INC., 2821 S. Russell, Missoula, MT
59801. Extensive background checks will be completed. NO RESUMES. EOE.

Stuck here for Winter Break? House- and cat- sit for
me. Call Carol x6712 daytime or 549-1651 evenings
til 10.
Missoula Youth Homes offers an array of residential
services for troubled and disadvantaged youth from
the area. We are currently hiring for relief positions.
We are looking for qualified and dedicated folks who
can work with our boys and girls, ages 13 to 17, in
therapeutic group home settings. Please pick up
applications at 550 N. California Street or call (406)
721-2704. EOE
Childcare Morning &/or afternoon childcare/ nanny
needed for Missoula family with 2 kids, 7 & 7. Please
call Sten 721-4629 8am-5pm or 543-5625 6pm-8pm
Christian Child Care Center seeking Primary Care
Giver. BA Child Development or equivalent required.
Contact Angie 829-1877 for more information. 25
hours per week. Flexible schedule

K A I M I N C LA S S I F I E D S

KING SIZE MATTRESS $125 542-5136

WANTED TO
TO BUY
Rough Montana Sapphires Call 880-8167

FOR RENT
WEEKEND CABINS - $33-$55/night. 251-6611,
www.bigsky.net/fishing Rock Creek Cabins.
711 Palmer, 3 BD New W/D, Nice interior, convenient
location. $750/$750 239-2034
Come talk to the “Rental Experts” for a great selection of apartments and houses. Professional Property
Management. 721-8990. professionalproperty.com
1 bdrm in a 2 bdrm apt. 120 S. 4th West, The Babs.
Spacious, Great View, $310 mon. plus utilities. Call
531-6958 ASAP!

ROOMMATES
ROOMMATES NEEDED

PROFESSIONAL Proofreading/Editing, $1.00/page 542-0837.

Female Roommate to share 2 BDRM $292.50/mo +
137.50 dep. & 1/2 utils. W/D, dishwasher, call 2403988.

FOR SALE
1996 Olds Cutlass Supreme LS 3.1L, V-6, 80,000 miles,
air cruise, tilt, p/w, p/locks, AM/FM, cassette, duel
air bags, new brakes, good tires. Excellent overall
condition. $5695 See at 2416 Duncan Drive. 728-2014
or 546-6546
Montana Sapphire Jewelry, Call 880-8167
One almost new queen bed and one twin bed. Call
Kristen @ 829-0654

the food bank will give away
between 600 and 700 turkeys or
coupons for turkeys redeemable at
local Albertson’s stores.
Food bank volunteer coordinator
Dorey Rowland said that only about
10 to 20 percent of the holiday volunteers are students, but they are
crucial to the programs.
“We are very grateful for all the
support the University gives us,”
she said.
Students interested in these or
other volunteer activities can stop
by the Office for Civic Engagement
in the Social Science Building,
room 126, or call 243-4442.

The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Prepayment is required. Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu.
Off Campus
Student/Faculty/Staff
$.90 per 5-word line/day R A T E S $1 per 5-word line/day
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.

SERVICES
SERVICES

Loft Available in Riverside House. Quiet friendly vegetarian type preferred. Pets? W/D. Computer, call
239-3728

COMPUTERS
Have a Mac? Have Problems? Call Peet at 370-4566.
Reduced rates for students and contract work. Also
willing to trade.

EMPLOYMENT
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED $250 a day Potential
Local positions 1-800-293-3985 ext 417

SEMESTER BREAK WORK
*1-4 week work program *Fun work & Great Pay
*Customer sales/service *$14.00 guar. Base/apppt
*can continue PT after break *Conditions Apply *All
ages 18+ Call 543-7808 or apply online www,winterbreakwork.com

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
Earn COLLEGE CREDIT and travel to SAN FRAN by volunteering over winter break. Course and trip $465,
dates 1/5/04 thru 1/18/04. Call Ben @ OCE 243-5531

Have a safe
and happy
holiday!

Looking for tickets if the Griz host a play-off game?
Call (406) 366-0517

E-mail CLASSIFIED ADS To: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu

MONTANA KAIMIN
BUSINESS STAFF:

just mingling with the crowd and
conversing with them as they enjoy
the meal.
The center has been serving
Thanksgiving dinners for nearly 30
years. This year’s dinner will be
served from 11:30 a.m. until 6:30
p.m.
The Missoula Food Bank is also
beefing up its efforts for the holiday
season with the help of UM students. The food bank normally supplies families or individuals with
emergency three-day supplies of
food, giving out 33,000 last year
alone.
Food bank outreach coordinator
Aaron Brock said this Thanksgiving
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